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Learnings from the COVID-19 Crisis

⚫ PhDr. Lucie Rohlíková, Ph.D. 
− Czech higher education researcher
− laureate of the Prize of the Minister of Education, Youth and 

Sports for an extraordinary activity in higher education in 2019

⚫ webinar on February 5, 2021, University of Finance and 
Administration

⚫ other authors´ findings

⚫ my own experience
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Specifications of Emergency Remote Teaching

⚫ ERT – Rohlíková (2021) 
− teachers not ready
− participants do not choose this form
− teachers´ good communication skills, helpfullness towards 

students

⚫ synchronous 
− the same like teaching in a classroom 
− the same number of hours
− the same time

⚫ asynchronous
− not only online
− discussion fora at another time
− Racheva (2019): advantages – take-home assingments, 

individual students´work, teachers´ assessment
Tariq (2021): pros – students watch and listen to materials at any 

time, cons: students not willing to join synchronous classes 
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Specifications of Emergency Remote Teaching 

⚫ Rohlíková´s (2021) recommendations for teachers
− trust, not to say it is not a proper teaching tool
− look into the camera
− consider teaching background, quiet environment
− not to increase students´ workload
− record lectures
− information on requirements from other teachers
− set rules at the beginning
− handle each student once only
− teachers = mediators, enable students´ contact with their 

peers, social learning, room for mutual non-isolation

⚫ Rohlíková´s (2021) recommendations for students
− computers instead of mobile phones, better for concentration
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Alternative evaluation applied within ERT

⚫ Rohlíková (2021)

− open book method – eliminates the initial students´stress, 
students can use all their materials, work with the Internet

− evaluation based on long-term work on a project
− evaluation based on a presented electronic portfolio
− evaluation based on a multimedia output
− evaluation based on a created physical product and its 

multimedia presentation
− peer evaluation
− self-evaluation
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Experience with ERT in higher education institutions 
in the Czech Republic

⚫ universities closed 11 March 2020
⚫ MS Teams, three semesters
− advantages: new technical thing, distance education students, 

recorded lessons, no way to school needed
− disadvantages: students´stress and anxiety, first-year students 

have not experienced face-to-face teaching, unknown to the 
teacher, no concentration at home, bad Internet connection

− webcameras switched off, See you next week -> Hear you 
next week

− fewer students participating in the third semester of ERT

⚫ communication appreciated
⚫ Rohlíková (2021): not to icrease students´ workload, in the 

first semester of ERT a lot of asynchrounous work x the next 
two semesters

⚫ voluntary homework, written assingments
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Teaching in an International Classroom

⚫ Puffelen and Oppen (2020):
"Population growth combined with globalisation and digitalisation makes

it clear that a global mind-set and the adaptibility to effectively
operate in a multicultural environment will be crucial. Students
immersion into different cultures within a university might
facilitate the development of intercultural competence within 'the
international classroom'."

⚫ German in Tourism, in English, winter and summer semester 
2020/21 

⚫ 11 enrolled students, four participating actively: Slovakia, 
Moldavia, South Korea, Kazakhstan

⚫ basic German in advanced English
⚫ MS Teams
⚫ my electronic material for students of German
⚫ video online course Nicos Weg https://learngerman.dw.com/
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Teaching in an International Classroom

⚫ Christensen et al (2020):

"We teach who we are. Good teaching can´t be reduced to
technique; good teaching comes from the identity and integrity
of the teacher."

"The teaching process asks us to pay attention to who we are and
to have integrity with our inner world because whether we are
aware of it or not, we share our values, beliefs and attitudes
with our students."
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Feedback on the German course

⚫ Moldovian girl
"I appreciate the great opportunity to learn the German language

because in my opinion the knowledge of any foreign language
is the basic principle of tourism. As a person who has already
been working in the tourism industry for more than three
years, I know how important the German language is; it takes
one of the most important positions in Europe. This is why
I consider you subject so important and I am taking it very
seriously. Learning German in English is perfect."

⚫ South Korean girl
"This is my very first German language experience in my life.

Before starting these lessons, I can´t deny I was a bit freaked
out because everyone had a basic knowledge of the German
language. I cannot say this course was easy for me, but
I could develop a desire of learning this language."
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Thank you for your attention


